Abstract-Currently, The data placement of cloud storage environment encounters some problems. Based on analyzing the requests of upload files of users, we can dig out the relevance of files. For the purpose of increasing the efficiency of data access, we try to place the relevant files to the nodes that users or programs frequently use in the initial placement. To ensure load balancing, we select storage location in the set of nodes which corresponding its associated files list by using genetic algorithm. Simulations show that by using this pre-placement strategy in replica creation can not only greatly reduce the program execution time, but also relatively ensure a more load balancing of the system.
Introduction
Replication technology is a most commonly used technique to improve system reliability. In the distributed storage system, it has a wide range of applications. However, the placement strategy of Hadoop is relatively simple at present. It has three replicas in total, one in the local frame, one in the storage node and the last one in another node of the remote rack. And the remaining replicas are randomly placed. That is to say, Hadoop just simply places data block, but it does not consider the characteristics of the data, such as the relationship between the data. In some high performance requiring occasions, including grouping the content of files, aggregating the files and querying connections, the performance is relatively low when relating to a number of relevant documents.
Based on Hadoop platform, this article is researching the resettlement process that data upload to the data center. When the users uploaded a file, we dig out the associated files by analyzing request of file uploading and place the relevant documents to the same storage node. In the resettlement process, we should ensure load balancing. .At the same time we should try to reduce network cost during program execution and data migration at the stage of the follow-up replica's adjustment.
II. Related work
First, In the computer system, request for access of data is not completely random, but driven by the user's service request or the behavior of the program. So in the cloud computing environment, some correlations may exist between data and service, data and data, service and service. When a service or data is accessed, other related services or data may have been accessed. Therefore, the user requests and file usage are closely related with data placement strategy, we can use some strategies to analyze them, and dig out the correlation between files, so that we can carry out more efficient placement.
Yuan Dong proposed a data placement strategy based on the k-means clustering algorithm. The strategy is divided into initial workflow and workflow running phase. In the initialization stage, according to relevancy of files, it will calculate the dependency matrix. Then group the existing datasets by adopting the BEA algorithm. At the stage of running, the system will use the k-means algorithm to allocate generated datasets to the appropriate data centers base on the files dependencies. But this strategy has two shortcomings. Firstly, the number of clustering is given in advance in the k-means clustering algorithm, while in the distributed storage it cannot be determined in advance. Furthermore, by using a recursive traversal method for the transformed dependency matrix, the system will have a low efficiency in case of large number of files. Chen Tao et al. proposed a data placement algorithm CCHDP, which based on the factors of node capacity and bandwidth for clustering device, and use Consistent Hashing-Aware for data storage in every category. But this strategy does not take into account the dependencies among datasets.
In addition, data placement problem itself can be regarded as a bin-packing problem, in which a storage node can be regarded as a box, and the placement data can be considered the goods which would be loaded into the box. Because of high complexity, people usually use heuristic algorithm (likes genetic algorithm) to solve this problem. ZhengPai et al. proposed three stages of data placement strategy, which is used to research the layout plan among data centers with three goals, including the data transmission in data centers, the data dependencies, and a relative load balancing of data centers. The first stage this strategy uses genetic algorithm to generate a solution set with less time cost. During the second stage calculates damage degree of dependencies and selects a set with lower damage degree. At last it selects a solution of balanced load. Although the strategy can effectively reduce the time cost of data movements among data centers, it does not study further the strategy of replica management, and does not put forward an actual strategy how to solve the connection problem between data.
The literature above raised various strategies for the initial data placement, but none of them has considered the relevance of files and centrally stored relevant files. This article will be based on the central storage of relevant
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files and keep load balancing, and research the initial data placement.
III. Pre-placement process
In certain ranges, the users often use the cloud services. In addition, the location of the user is often fixed in a certain range, so the data accessing are concentrative. In this section, based on the file request record of usage, firstly, we adopt the data mining methods to place the file to the data nodes that services are frequently used, so that to reduce the execution time and the movement of data in the adjustment process. Furthermore, in order to ensure the load balancing, and prevent data gathering to one data node which will result in the barrier of the system, when the system place the file near the cluster center, it will use genetic algorithm to select the optimal node from the cluster center, and then place the replication.
The system frame diagram is shown in figure 1. This solution bases on the user's request, tries to place files uniformly to the storage node that services often use. Then it can adjust the layout according to the user's habit in the follow process, to optimize the system. There is the pre-placement process of the system:  The user will sent the request for creating files to the metadata server when he uploaded files to the cluster, and the request includes the storage path of files, the service, and the IP address of the client and so on.
 The metadata server will give the information of the user's request to the data mining module when it receives the information, and then save the information into the log file.

The data mining module will process the information of request, and then start the following process: if a suitable clustering is not found, it would adapt the HDFS's default placement strategies for the file's placement. Otherwise, we assume that the most similar cluster which data mining module returns C, the metadata server will search the file's storage node, returns the corresponding node set K of the cluster C, and use genetic algorithm to place the file in the range of the storage node which is included by set K.
A. Clustering analysis
By digging out the relevance between blocks or files, we can try to place the relevant files together, to improve the data concentricity, and make a reasonable layout of files. There are great help to make better layout of storage, and improve program's efficiency during these processes. This paper will base on clustering and analyzing the user's request, place the relevant or similar files together, and make better layout of the storage. 
1) Distance function
In general, there is little information about the file itself when it is placed to the data center, but we can dig out the file's relevance with the following information:
 Users often save the related files in a particular directory. Therefore, files in the same directory are usually associated.
 Because applications often access the same file in a fixed sequence, there is relevance between files which are accessed by the same application.
 There is relevance between files which are accessed by the same user.
 There is relevance between files which are involved by the access sequence that appear frequently.
This paper will make the information of log file sand user's requests vectored, from which it extracts the user's name, IP address, service's names and catalogues which are in the uploaded files' record, then dig out relevance between files base on Canopy clustering algorithm. In this paper, a file consists of the following attributes: the owner, the appealing IP, Agent, Service ID, path, the request time, and action. And agent is the way to the request, service ID represents service program which process the file, and action represents that the operation is uploading file or reading file. The distance between file A and file B can be shown in the follow-up formula:
B. The pre-placement strategy based on the improved genetic algorithm
By clustering the file request, the file is assigned near the most similar cluster center. We should try to ensure the load balancing of each node, and avoid the excessive usage of individual nodes. This is actually a bin packing problem, that is to say, the node is regarded as the box, and the data which is being placed is regarded as items. In this paper, we adapt improved genetic algorithm to process it.
1) Chromosome coding
We assume that file is divided into S blocks according to the data block of the default size to 64M, the number of the replica of each one is R (R defaults to three), and the size of the population can be considered as S, each chromosome in the population can be seen as a copy of a segmented data block, and the size of it is R. Gene in the chromosome can be expressed as <BlockID,DataNodeID>, wherein, BlockID is the ID of data blocks, DataNodeID is the ID of the storage server which the data block would place to. In a chromosome, BlockID is fixed, only the DataNodeID is changing. Different chromosome's BlockID constitutes a file. For example, we can assume that the file F include three data block of Block1, Block2 and Block3, the replica factor is three, and like << Block1,DataNode1>,<Block1,DataNode2>,<Block1,Data Node3>> are expressed as the data block which number is 1,and it would place to the node which number is DataNode1,DataNode2 or DataNode3.
2) The guarantee of solution validity
In order to prevent the invalid placement solution generating, we should judge the effectiveness of the solution when the system generates the initial population or the chromosome is crossing and mutating. Specifically, the system needs to check the gene fragment of each chromosome in each generation, and then count the data block which will be placed to the specified node, to judge whether the remaining space is enough. If the space is not enough, the solution is invalid. It needs to re-select the node.
3) The generation of initial population
The metadata server will check the file in the file list which is returned by the Canopy cluster algorithm, and then returns the storage node of the file. After processing all of the files, we will get the corresponding storage node set of the file list, as the node list which is being selected by the population which is generated by the genetic algorithm. For each chromosome in the initial population, we can assume that the number of the replication is R, the system will randomly select one node in the node list above, as the first replication's storage node which each data block will be placed to. Similarly, the system will choose other nodes as the first R replication's storage node that each data block will be placed to.
4) Fitness Function
This paper argues that the difference on the nodes utilization rate is smaller, the usage of the node is better. We can assume that DataNode(i)(i=1,2,..,R) is the storage node of a chromosome, Capacity(i) (i=1,2,..,R) is the total capacity of the storage node, Size(i) (i=1,2,..,R) is the used storage space of the node, Avg is the average of the utilization rate of the storage nodes which each chromosome of population is placed to ,and the fitness of a chromosome( f) can represent the variance of the storage utilization.
5) Crossover
We can select same location from two chromosomes as the cross point randomly, and exchange the gene after the cross point so that offspring can inherit good genes from parent. We assumed that the chromosomes data block number is 1, its chromosomes number is<<1,DataNode1>,<1, DataNode2>,<1, DataNode3>>, and the second is <<2, DataNode1>,<2, DataNode3>,<2, DataNode5>>, and the cross point is between second gene and third gene, the offspring that generated by crossing is <<1,DataNode1>,<1, DataNode2>,<1, DataNode5>>, <<2, DataNode1>,<2, DataNode3>,<2, DataNode3>>
6) Mutation
In this paper, the mutation operation is base on knowledge. In the chromosome, the data block number is fixed, only the storage node number can be changed in the corresponding storage node set of the file list that include by the cluster.
IV. Simulation

A. Simulation environment
This simulation is running at 6 PCs. Each node is composed of Intel (R) Core2 dual-core processor, 4G memory and a 160G hard disk, and tested in the LAN environment. And the node will install Ubuntu Linux operating system (version Ubuntu10.10),Hadoop 0.20.203,jdk1.6.0_27.
Hadoop's NameNode and JobTracker are running at the same node, and DataNode and TaskTracker are running at the other node at the same time. To achieve better effect of the test, we have made changes to the configuration of Hadoop platform for the simulation, set the maximum value of the JVM heap to 1Gand support JVM reuse, set the size of the reorder buffer to 512M, and shut down the continuous executive of map and reduce. We also have simulated that user use the system to process the text. In order to verify the change of the response time, we would consider the situation of text processing, including some similar files, and each file's record would use the format of table UserVisits in the literature [7] , and each item of the record would be separated by '\t' in the file. We assume that there are 100 user using this system, each user uploaded 20 files, and 10 of them is less than or equal to 64M, 6 of them is about 128M, 4 of them is about 320M. That is to say, the file fits into the data block. The user saves the uploaded files to the corresponding directory of his ID, the owner of the file is the user, every user's IP is different, and Agent is the browser. The contents of the file randomly generated the corresponding data set according the requirement in the table UserVisits.
B. The analysis of simulation results
To compare the pre-placement strategy in this paper and default placement strategy, the simulation recorded effect of the execution time and load balancing with the Hadoop default placement strategy, and redeploy and execute the placement strategy after it add to the Hadoop source code. We have done several test and taken the average of the final result.
1) Comparative analysis of the pre-placement's response time
To analyze the changes of system response time, the simulation will select 10 users from 100usersrandomlyafter all users have uploaded files, and do aggregate operation on every user's files, that is to say, the simulation will group the record by its IP, count its total amount of adRevene in the past time, and sort it by time.
The result is shown in Figure 2 . Form the char, we adapt the default placement strategy which execution time is 125s, and then make a simple clustering to place the relevant files together. It can reduce the execution time greatly and improve 26%efficiency.
2) Comparative analysis of the pre-placement's load balancing
To analyze the impact of the system load balancing, system will count the usage of the six nodes, and check the used space of each disk. The simulation will count the disk usage of each node after using the pre-placement strategy, and compare with the initial HDFS.
The result is shown in Figure3. From the chart, the horizontal axis stands for the six storage nodes in the cluster, the vertical axis stands for the disk usage of each node. The simulation will sort the used space of each node by size in ascending. From the chart we can see that used space variance of each node is about 1.5% before improving. After using the strategy in this paper, the system places files that users often use to the same node, and the variance is enlarged about 3.5%, but no data set is stored centrally in certain nodes.
V. Conclusions
At the present, research into the replica placement is still in its infancy, the strategy is relatively simple. This paper analyze user's request in the file placement process, use the genetic algorithm to assign the file which will be placed near the most similar cluster center, and keeps load balancing. The test results shows that the system response time is improved 26% after using the placement strategy that we propose, and the utilization of each node is relatively balanced.
